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APPLICATION FOR FUNDING FROM THE INCENTIVISED SWITCHING SCHEME 

Important information to read before completing this form 

Background and Purpose of Document 
In 2009, the European Commission (the “Commission”) approved a number of state aid measures granted to 
The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc (“RBS”). This approval was given on the basis of a restructuring plan 
submitted by RBS and a number of commitments given by the UK Government in 2009 and subsequently 
amended in 2014, including, amongst other things, the divestment of a part of RBS’ branch-based retail and 
small and medium-sized enterprise (“SME”) business, which later became known as ‘Williams and Glyn’ (the 
“Divestment”). 

As a result of considerable challenges in achieving the Divestment, the UK Government proposed substituting 
the 2014 commitments with a revised package of measures (the "Package") with the aim of achieving the 
objectives of promoting competition in the market for banking services to SMEs that lay behind this 
divestment. The Package was agreed in principle in July 2017 and formally approved by the Commission on 
18 September 2017.  

The Package consists of two elements: 

Capability and Innovation Fund 
The purpose of the Capability and Innovation Fund (“CIF”) is to encourage eligible bodies to (i) develop and 
improve their capability to compete with RBS in the provision of banking services to SMEs; and (ii) develop 
and improve the financial products and services which are available to SMEs. 

The Capability and Innovation Fund comprises a total of £425 million which is divided into four pools. The 
four pools each have a distinct purpose and are divided into a number of pre-determined grants.  

Incentivised Switching Scheme 
The purpose of the Incentivised Switching Scheme ("ISS") is to provide funding of up to a maximum of £275 
million to eligible bodies to use as incentives to encourage SME banking customers (with an annual turnover 
of £25 million or less) of the business previously described as Williams & Glyn to switch their business current 
accounts and loans from RBS to the eligible bodies. 

Banking Competition Remedies Ltd. (“BCR”) is the name given to the Independent Body established to 
administer the CIF and ISS funds. 

This document provides bodies interested in applying for funding from the Incentivised Switching Scheme 
with the application form and supporting guidance.  

Terms of Application 

Except as otherwise provided, capitalised terms used in this application form shall have the meaning 
assigned to them in the Incentivised Switching Terms and Conditions ("the Terms and Conditions").

By returning and completing this application form, the Applicant Company accepts: 

• the Terms and Conditions and the Incentivised Switching Agreement, including the undertakings,
acknowledgements, representations and warranties set out therein. Details of how to access these
can be found within this section of the application form;

• that the eligibility criteria in Section 2 must be fully met without exception and with clear evidence
where requested;

• that BCR shall have absolute discretion on the interpretation and application of the Terms and
Conditions and that any determination or decision of BCR in relation to any matter related to
Incentivised Switching shall be conclusive;

• that the Applicant Company is liable for the accuracy and completeness of information provided in
its application;
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• that the Application Documents must be approved by the Board of Directors (or equivalent body) of
the Applicant Company and that proof of such approval in certified form must be submitted to BCR
with the Application Documents;

• that the Applicant Company is deemed to have knowledge of and be subject to and bound by the
terms of the redacted Trust Deed disclosed on BCR’s website and in particular the Applicant
Company acknowledges the scope of BCR’s obligations set out in those terms and the protections
they afford BCR as trustee;

• that information received by BCR may be disclosed by BCR (i) where required by applicable law or
regulation, or (ii) to its directors, officers, agents, employees, advisers, contractors, RBS, the
monitor, HMT and RBS’s, the monitor’s and HMT’s directors, officers, agents, employees, advisers
and contractors, although in the case of (ii) BCR will use its reasonable endeavours to ensure that
the recipient owes a duty of confidentiality in respect of that information. Applicant Companies
should note that information received by BCR may be published or disclosed in accordance with the
access to information regimes (including under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, data
protection legislation and the Environmental Information Regulations 2004). Applicant Companies
should mark as confidential or commercially sensitive any information that they consider should be
treated as such and explain why this is the case (automatic confidentiality disclaimers produced by
IT systems will not, in themselves, be regarded as binding). BCR will take account of such
explanations, but no assurance can be given that confidentiality will be maintained in all
circumstances; and

• that, to the best of its knowledge, its participation in the scheme will have no material and adverse
impact on the reputation of BCR and/or the Package.

Application Guidance 

This application form contains or references the following: 

• important information (within this section);

• application form template (Sections 1 – 5 and Appendix 1);

• supporting documents;

• offer template; and

• Board Resolution template.

The Applicant Company is expected to return with its application: 

• a completed application form (this document);

• a completed offer template;

• proof of the approval of the Application Documents by the Applicant Company’s Board of Directors
(or equivalent body) in certified form (the Board Resolution template); and

• a duplicate version of the application form which has been redacted to remove confidential or
commercially sensitive information.

Applicant Companies should limit all answers to 1000 words each. 

Timeline for applications: 

Application window 
opens
(3 June 2019)

Application window 
closes 
(14 June 2019)

BCR will publicly announce 
applicants that have been 
accepted
(mid-July 2019)
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• The application window will open at 09:00 on 3 June 2019 and closes at 17:00 on 14 June 2019, 
unless varied by BCR. Applications can only be submitted once the application window opens.

• BCR will publicly announce applicants that have been accepted as soon as is reasonably practicable
- currently expected to be by mid-July 2019. All dates set out in this application form are 
indicative only and are subject to change at the discretion of BCR.

How to submit your application: 
Applications should be submitted via BCR’s ISS data room. Guidance on the ISS data room including how to 
get access can be found at the ISS pages of the BCR website - https://bcr-ltd.com/iss/.

How to submit queries: 
Applicant Companies can submit queries regarding the application process via BCR’s ISS data room. BCR 
may respond to queries via the ISS data room, although accepts no obligation to do so. The window for 
submitting queries will close at 17:00 on 27 May 2019.

What happens to your application after it has been submitted: 
All fully-completed applications will be evaluated against the criteria set out in the Incentivised Switching 
Terms and Conditions and reflected in the application form.  

The Independent Body (BCR) shall also consider and take into account (at its sole discretion) any material and 
adverse impact that the participation of such applicant in the relevant Initiative would have on the 
reputation of the Independent Body (BCR) and/or the Package.

BCR will publicly announce applicants that have been accepted as soon as is reasonably practicable - currently 
expected to be by mid-July 2019.

Further information: 
This application form should be read in conjunction with the following documents: 

• Incentivised Switching Agreement;

• Incentivised Switching Terms and Conditions;

• Dowry Calculation Schedule;

• Redacted Trust Deed; and

• Interbank Agency Deed.

These documents as well as the offer template and Board Resolution template can be found on the Reports, 
Publications and Documents pages of the BCR website - https://bcr-ltd.com/reports-statistics/. 
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SECTION 1: APPLICANT COMPANY INFORMATION 

1.1 Applicant Company 

1.2 Registered Number 

1.3 Registered Address 

1.4 PRA Number 

1.5a 
The name of the FCA/PRA 
Senior Management 
Function 

1.5b 

The name of the individual 
(named holder of Senior 
Management Function) for 
the Incentivised Switching 
Scheme 

1.5c Job Title

1.5d 
Senior Manager’s Regime 
IRN 
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SECTION 2: ELIGIBILTY CRITERIA 

Please confirm whether you meet each of the eligibility criteria (as defined in clause 2.1 of the Terms and 

Conditions). For each, provide electronic links to where publicly available corroboration can be found, 
including any necessary references e.g. page and paragraph number(s). Do not attach additional

documentation related to this section.  

Please note - if you cannot answer in the affirmative and provide evidence for all of the criteria below, you are 

not eligible for the Incentivised Switching Scheme and your application will be rejected. 

2.1 
Deposit-taking entity with Business Current 
Account capabilities that is authorised by the 
PRA to take deposits 

2.2 
Has (or has publicly stated its intention to 
launch) a Business Current Account offering 

2.3 
Domiciled in the United Kingdom, the European 
Union, the European Economic Area or 
Switzerland 

2.4 

Has gross assets in the United Kingdom of less 
than £350 billion shown in its latest published 
consolidated accounts (or interim balance 
sheet) 

2.5 

Income in the United Kingdom relates primarily 
to the provision of deposit-taking, lending or 
payments services to individuals and businesses 
in the United Kingdom 

2.6 

Expressed an intention to expand its business 
offering to SMEs in the United Kingdom through 
the development of new products, expansion 
into new geographical markets or new business 
segments and/or investing in its customer 
service levels 

2.7 
Participates in Current Account Switching 
Service 
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SECTION 3: SWITCHING PROPOSAL 

Within this section, the Applicant Company should provide details of how it proposes to incentivise Target 

Customers to switch under the scheme. In doing so, the Applicant Company should make specific reference to 

how its proposal meets the criteria set out in clause 2.6 A-E on the Incentivised Switching Terms and Conditions 

(below). 

The switching proposal must: 

a) outline the Applicant Company’s proposal to incentivise Customers to become Transferring Target

Customers;

b) outline how the Applicant Company proposes to apply any Dowries received in connection with
Incentivised Switching, including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers
and paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers (including

i. the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each
Transferring Target Customer,

ii. the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
iii. any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer), and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers;

c) set out how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to such
customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and materially better,
taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by them to new customers or
customers which might switch their banking products to them (other than through Incentivised
Switching);

d) comply with all Applicable Law (including any rules and guidance made by the FCA and/or PRA); and
e) set out the Applicant Company’s proposal in respect of the communication materials to be used by RBS

in relation to the products and incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers by the Applicant
Company (the “Company Offering”).

In detailing its proposal, the Applicant Company should give due consideration to clause 2.3 A-C in the 
Incentivised Switching Terms and Conditions (below). 

In determining whether the Applicant Company should be eligible to participate in Incentivised Switching, the 
Independent Body (BCR) shall:

a) have regard to the amount of the Dowry that will be passed directly to a Transferring Target Customer
and the amount of the Dowry that will be retained by the Applicant Company and applied for other
purposes which benefit Transferring Target Customers, in each case in the context of the aims of
Incentivised Switching;

b) consider whether, and the extent to which, (in the opinion of the Independent Body (BCR)) the Applicant
Company’s Switching Proposal will, if implemented, incentivise Target Customers to become
Transferring Target Customers; and

c) consider whether, and the extent to which, (in the opinion of the Independent Body (BCR)) the Applicant
Company’s Switching Proposal makes switching offers to Target Customers across the full range of
Turnovers of all Target Customers and which are materially better, taking into account the Dowries,
than the offers  which are made by them to new customers or customers (across the full range of
Turnovers) which might switch their banking products to them (other than through Incentivised
Switching), in each case provided that the Applicant Company shall not be required to make switching
offers to particular Target Customers if it does not, at the time of its application, have a suitable Business
Current Account and/or Loan Product offering for such Target Customers.

The Independent Body (BCR) shall also consider and take into account (at its sole discretion) any material and
adverse impact that the participation of such applicant in the relevant Initiative would have on the reputation 
of the Independent Body (BCR) and/or the Package.
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3.1 Please provide a high-level summary of your proposal to incentivise the Target Customers. (Please 
limit your response to 1000 words).

The Applicant Company should also complete the tables within Appendix 1 for each relevant turnover band.

Turnover Band a). Is a completed
customer offer 
template 
attached?

b). Has the Applicant 
Company actively 
marketed to customers 
within this band in
the last 12 months? 

3.2.1 Turnover Band 1 Less than £15,000 

3.2.2 Turnover Band 2 £15,000 to £100,000 

3.2.3 Turnover Band 3 £100,001 to £500,000 

3.2.4 Turnover Band 4 £500,001 to £1,000,000 

3.2.5 Turnover Band 5 £1,000,001 to £1,500,000 

3.2.6 Turnover Band 6 £1,500,001 to £2,000,000 

3.2.7 Turnover Band 7 £2,000,001 to £2,500,000 

3.2.8 Turnover Band 8 £2,500,001 to £5,000,000 

3.2.9 Turnover Band 9 £5,000,001 to £7,500,000 

3.2.10 Turnover Band 10 More than £7,500,000 

The Applicant Company should complete every row of the table immediately below to indicate the 
turnover bands in which it is proposing a customer offer.
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SECTION 4: DETAILED OFFERS 

4 

Please confirm that you have completed and attached the Excel ‘offer 
template’ to provide the details of each of your proposed offers. Subject to 
approval, the contents of this template will be used to populate the RBS 
Business Banking Switch website (relates to clause 2.6 E of the Incentivised 
Switching Terms and Conditions – the “Company Offering”).

SECTION 5: AUTHORISATION 

Before submitting an application, the Application Documents must be approved by the Board of Directors (or 

equivalent body) of the Applicant Company and proof of such approval in certified form must be submitted to

BCR with the Application Documents.  

Please provide the contact details of the senior manager for the application as listed in Section 1 

5.1 Name 

5.2 Job Title

5.3 Email Address 

5.4 Contact Number 

5.5 

In accordance with clause 5.1 of the Terms and Conditions if the Independent 
Body (BCR) requests clarification from an Applicant Company and receives no
response within 10 Business Days, its application to participate in the 
Incentivised Switching Scheme shall be considered to be withdrawn. 
Please confirm that the senior manager listed will be available to respond to 
clarification requests. 

Please confirm and provide evidence in certified form 
(Board Resolution template) that this application has 
been approved by the Board of Directors (or 
equivalent body) of the Applicant Body and the date 
of the meeting. 

5.6 

5.7 

Signed and dated on behalf of  5.8 

Full name 5.9 

Job Title 5.10 

Date Signed 5.11 
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Appendix 1 – Offer Description 

Please complete the tables below for each turnover band in which you are proposing to make an offer. 

Turnover Band Band 1 (Less than £15,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(iii) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers

 (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 
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Turnover Band Band 2 (£15,000 to £100,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 3 (£100,001 to £500,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 4 (£500,001 to £1,000,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 5 (£1,000,001 to £1,500,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you.
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 6 (£1,500,001 to £2,000,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 7 (£2,000,001 to £2,500,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 8 (£2,500,001 to £5,000,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you.
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 9 (£5,000,001 to £7,500,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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Turnover Band Band 10 (More than £7,500,000) 

Please detail your current offering within this turnover band (Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Does the offer include the facility for customers to 
use RBS Branch facilities? 

Please outline how the incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers within this Turnover Band and 
paid or applied to such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers are different to and 
materially better, taking into account the Dowries, than the offers which are made by you to new customers
or customers which might switch their banking products to you. 
(Please limit your response to 1000 words) 

Please detail your proposed offering under the Incentivised Switching Scheme in the same turnover band.
Please ensure your proposal: 

a)a) Outlines how you will incentivise some or all Target Customers to become Transferring Target
Customers

b)b) Outlines how you propose to apply any Dowries received in connection with Incentivised Switching,
including in the form of incentives to be offered to relevant Target Customers and paid or applied to
such customers after they become Transferring Target Customers including:

(i(i) the formula to be used to determine any cash amounts to be paid in respect of each Transferring
Target Customer,

(i(ii) the minimum and maximum amount that each Transferring Target Customer may receive, and
(i(iii)i) any phasing or conditions attached to any cash amounts to be paid to each Transferring Target

Customer, and otherwise demonstrate how any Dowries will benefit Transferring Target
Customers
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